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Abstract
In recent years, loop tiling has become an increasingly p o p
ular technique for increasing cache effectiveness. This is accomplished by transforming a loop nest so that the temp*
ral and spatial locality can be better exploited for a given
cache sire. However, this optimization only targets the reduction of capacity misses. As recently demonstrated by
several groups of researchers, conflict misses can still predude effective cache utilization. Moreover, the severity of
cache conflicts can vary greatly with slight variations in
problem size and starting addresses, making performance
difficult to even predict, let alone optimize. To reduce
conRict misses, data copying has been proposed. With
this technique, data layout in cache is adjusted by copying array tiles into temporary arrays that exhibit better
cache behavior. Although copying has been proposed as
the panacea to the problem of cache conflicts, this solution experiences a cost proportional to the amount of data
being copied. To date, there has been no discussion regarding either this tradeoff or the problem of determining what and when to copy. In this paper, we present a
compile-time technique for making this determination, and
present a selective copying strategy based on this methodology. Preliminary experimental results demonstrate that,
because of t h e sensitivity ofeache conflicts to small changes

in problem size and base addresses, selective copying can
lead to better overall performance than either no copying,
complete copying, or copying based on manually applied
heuristics.
K e y words: selective copying, cost- benefit analysis, data

copying strategies, loop tiling, data reuse, cache conflicts,
compiler-directed cache management, program optimization
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Introduction

In recent years, loop tiling [l, 6, 11, 12, 131 has hecome a n increasingly popular technique for increasing
cache effectiveness. Accomplished via a combination
of stripmining, interchanging, and occasionally skewing, loop tiling can he used to transform a loop nest
so that the temporal and spatial locality can be better exploited for a given cache size. A simple example
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of loop tiling is presented in Figure 2, where a tiled
version of the loop nest from Figure 1 is presented.
DO jl = 0. 13-1
DO i2 = i l , 11-1

ElDDO
EIDDO

Figure 1: Original loop nest.
DO jj2 = 0, 12-1, 82
DO jj3 = 0, 13-1, 83
DO jl = 0, 11-1
DO j? E jj2. nin(jj2+B2-2,12-1)
DO j3 = jj3, min(jj3+83-1,13-1)
C(jl,j3) += A(jl,j2)
B(jZ,j3)

EIDDD
0"

61DDO
EIDDO

EWDDO

Figure 2: Tded loop nest
Unfortunately, loop tiling only targets the reduction of capacify misses, namely misses that are due
to using a cache whose size is too small to hold
the working set of cache lines. Typically, however,
caches have a very low degree of associativity. Often,
they are direct-mapped. Therefore, as demonstrated
in [3, 7, IO], they can still suffer from a high degree of
conflict misses, thereby precluding effective cache utilization. Moreover, the severity of performance degradation can vary greatly with slight variations in p r o b
lem size and starting addresses, making performance
difficult to even predict, let alone optimize.
To illustrate this, consider the reference to B in the
loop nest in Figure 2. During any given execution of
the j , loop (i.e., execution of all NI iterations of the j ,
loop), the same tile of array E is accessed. Therefore,
if this tile of &E3 elements can he brought into cache
on the first iteration of the jl loop and remain there
until the last iteration, ( N I - 1)&&
of the N I B ~ B ~

accesses to elements in this tile can be eliminated.
Can this tile be kept in cache during this period? Note that this tile consists of E2 intervals
of B3 elements. Assume row major order and s u p
pose that a direct-mapped cache is used. The virtual address corresponding to reference B ( j 2 ,j3) is
ADDR B j , + N&, where N Z is the leading dimension of array B and ADDR B is the base address of
array B . Assuming that the cache can hold Cs array
elements, the cache distance between the starting locations of two consecutive intervals is Nzmod Cs. As
can be seen in Figure 3, if Nzmod Cs < B3,the elements of the different intervals associated with the
tile will interfere with each other in cache, causing
elements to be flushed prematurely.

DO jj2 = 0, 12-1, 02
DO jj3 = 0 . 13-1, 03
C

copy tile for array B i n t o array COPY

DO k2 = jj2, min(jjZ+BZ-?,IZ-l)
DO k3 = jj3, min(jj3+03-1,13-1)

+

COPY(k3tB3rkZ)

61DDO
EIDDO

EIDDO
EIDDD
EIDDO

Figure 4: Tiled loop nest from Figure 2 after copying
array B .
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cache of CS = 1024 elements (8K bytes) partitioned
into lines of Ls = 4 elements (32 bytes) each. Based
on these cache parameters, a block size of B2 = 8 3 =
24 has been selected, which is in the range recommended in [7] when no copying is used.
The three versions correspond to the following
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DO jl = 0 . 11-1
DO j2 jj2: min(jj2+B2-2.12-1)
DO j3 = 353, min(jj3+B3-1,13-1)
C(jl.j3) += l(jl,j2)
COPY(jJ+B3*jZ)
EIDDO
ENDDO

-r....L+==--i
i

B(K!,k3)

cs -<ID,e,

Cases:

(1) no copying as shown in Figure 2,
(2) copying only array B as shown in Figure 4, and
(3) complete copying, where all arrays (A, B, and C)
are copied.
Note the instability in the hit ratio for the no copying
case, which varies greatly with small changes in problem size. In contrast, the hit ratio is fairly stable when
copying is used. This trend can also be observed with
other benchmarks [lo]. In the case of matrix multiply,
most of the benefit can be derived from just copying
array E , indicating that most of the conflict misses
are due to this array. However, slightly more benefit
can be derived from copying other arrays as well.
If we were to judge solely by hit ratios, clearly, we
would always want to copy everything possible. However, copying is not free. Furthermore, hit ratios alone
do not tell the whole story. First, there is loop overhead in creating a copy. Second, whenever a temporary COPY array is loaded with data from an original
array, the elements from the original array are loaded
into cache. Because a copy is being made, these elements will not be reused. Hence, they pollute the
cache.
The overall performance of these same three cases
has also been simulated, accounting for delays due to
misses and instruction overhead for copying. A memory access latency of 20 cycles is assumed on a cache
miss. Copying is assumed to require 5 cycles per array element. Figure 6 shows the overhead for copying

Figure 3: Four possible cache mappings for the tile
associated with the reference t o array B in the tiled
loop nest (Figure 2).
To reduce conflict misses, [7] have proposed data
copying. With this technique, data layout in cache is
adjusted by copying array tiles to temporary arrays
that exhibit better cache behavior. For example, as
shown in Figure 4, to eliminate the aforementioned
interferences between elements within a tile of array
E , the tile can be copied so that intervals are stored
consecutively in a temporary COPY array. The copying is performed before executing the loop where the
array is reused. When the loop is executed, the copy
is accessed instead of the original array. Because the
copy has a better footprint in cache, reuse preventing interferences among the elements of the tile are
avoided.
The effects of cache conflicts and data copying on
the example loop nest can be seen graphically in Figure 5, where hit ratios for three versions of tiled
matrix-matrix multiply are depicted, as the problem
size N is varied, where N = N I = N2 = N3, and all
matrices are of size N x N .
Architectural parameters are based on those of Digital’s Alpha chip [8]. We assume a direct-mapped
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Figure 6: Simulated performance of tiled matrixmatrix multiply, wiih and without copying.

Figure 5: f l i t ratio of tiled matrix-matriz multiply
with and without copying.
relative to the case of no copying, where

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides an overview of data copying. Section 3 presents a formal framework that is needed for
the presentation of our selective copying algorithm.
Section 4 describes our selective copying algorithm,
and addresses coherence issues. Section 5 summarizes
this work and discusses future research directions.

overhead = #.of-coche-misrcs
x memory-fotcncy-in-cycles
+ # . o f - . r + o y - e l e m m i ~ - ~ ~ p ~ ~ dx) #-of-ciclis.f~for-one-copy.

For this choice of parameters, when both costs and
benefits of copying are considered, it is not worthwhile
t o copy everything: the cost outweighs the benefits.
As shown in this example, the costs and benefits
of copying must be carefully analyzed. Most research
on optimizing for data locality optimizing barely addresses this issue. Of the few that do discuss data
copying [l, 7, 111, none present general, automatable
guidelines for determining when and what to copy.
Without such guidelines, copying cannot be effectively incorporated into production compilers. Without copying, the behavior of loop tiling algorithms
can vary greatly with small changes in problem size
and starting address, thereby forcing the selection of
smaller tile sizes that permit only a small fraction of
the available cache space t o be utilized [7].
To address this problem, we present a compile-time
method for identifying the arrays that are victims of
interferences, and for estimating the amount of interferences. w e also propose a selective copying strategy based on this methodology, and present preliminary experimental results.

2 Data Copying
2.1 Problems
Although copying is a conceptually simple idea, it
can be difficult to implement, due to coherence problems and those of assessing costs and benefits.
Coherence When a second copy of a tile of data is
made above which the hardware is ignorant, hardware
coherence maintenance mechanisms cannot be relied
upon to maintain coherence between the two copies.
If the tile is read within the loop nest, the tile must be
copied to the temporary array variable beforehand. If
the temporary array is modified during the loop nest,
it must be copied back to the original array afterwards.
With one reference, this is fairly straightforward.
Suppose, however, that there are multiple references
to the same data. If all the references are read references, there will not be any coherence problems, but
there may be data duplication. However, if one of
these is a write reference, then either copying should
not be applied to any references whose associated tiles
overlap with that of the write reference, or all references accessing the data to be modified must access
the same copy. In the latter case, a dominani tile [2]
of data must be copied that encompasses the tiles of
all references that overlap with the write reference.

'

'In this paper. we give simpler approximate formulas where
sufficient. This entails leaving out ceilings, Boors, and significantly s m a l l constants. where approximate formulas will do.
The rewon for this is two-fold first, this incre-es readability.
Second, the added precision is not necessary for our purposes.
Therefore. one would want to use the approximate formulas in
a compiler. Experiments have been conducted demonstrating
that the approximate formulas are generally sufficiently precise
for their purpose, namely computing costa and benefits. and
making performanceestimates f4].
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with a tile might overlap and copying to avoid selfinterferences. For example, [7] present a case study of
matrix-matrix multiply (Figure Z), where the authors
detect that the most significant source of interference
is due to self interference on array B . Using this insight, they successfully eliminate a major source of
interferences by copying this array. Another insight
that can be used is to note that regular and severe
interference can occur when two references have the
same linearized stride, and have base addresses that
map close together in cache.

Assessment of Costs and Benefits The ability
to effectively apply data copying is critical for efficient utilization of loop tiling. [4, 71 demonstrate experimentally that on average without copying only a
small fraction of the cache can be efficiently utilized, or
equivalently, that the best tile size can be far smaller
than the theoretical optimum. This significant difference arises because cache interferences are ignored in
the computation of the theoretically optimum tile size.
However, when copying is used, most significant interferences can be removed. Therefore, the best tile size
approaches the theoretical optimum and more of the
cache space is effectively utilized.
The benefits achieved from data copying are directly proportional to the impact of cache interferences. For example, suppose that in a loop nest of
index j1 two references Y ( j 1 ) and Z ( j 1 ) overlap in
cache, but only by one or two cache lines. Then, the
cost of copying probably outweighs potential gains.
The cost is proportional t o both cost of making
the copy and the cost of useful data that is flushed
from cache in the process. However, copying has a
cost. Consider Figure 4 where array B is copied into
array C O P Y . Because all elements of B must still
be brought into cache once, they can flush elements
from other arrays, including array C O P Y , that could
otherwise have been reused. Similar pollution occurs
when a temporary array is copied back to an original
array. This pollution increases the cost of copying.
2.2 Strategies
On what basis should copying decisions be made?
In the literature, complete copying and copying based
on manual insights have been used. We describe these
two approaches. We also introduce the notion of selective copying based on a cost-benefit analysis of the
worthwhileness of copying.

Selective Copying The above and other heuristic
approaches can detect some cases where copying might
be useful. However, these heuristics are not easily automatable. Moreover, as demonstrated in Section 1,
the benefits of copying can vary drastically with small
changes in problem size and starting address. To overcome these limitations, we propose selective copying,
whereby the benefits and costs of copying are estimated on a case-by-case basis, and copying applied
only where profitable.
As an example of the benefits of using selective
copying, recall the performance graph in Figure 6. For
some problems sizes, only array B should be copied
and for some problem sizes, copying should not be
used all at. Because of the instability demonstrated by.
the example presented here and by other experimental
studies [lo], only an automatable analysis technique
can consistently select the best option.

3

Definitions

We now present formal definitions of concepts that
are needed for the development of our selective copying algorithm that is described in Section 4.
3.1 Reuse Sets and I n t e r f e r e n c e Sets
Consider a tiled loop nest in which there are n loops
j,,. . . ,j,,,n being the loop level of the innermost loop.

Complete C o p y i n g If complete copying is used, as
proposed by Bodin et al. [l],all copyable arrays are
blindly copied. The term copyable excludes those that
cannot be copied, due to complicated subscript e x p r e
sions, or because coherency problems might arise. For
example, such problems might arise when indirect addressing is used.
With respect t o the copyable references, the cache
is managed like a local memory, so no interferences
can arise among copied arrays. However, as shown
in Figure 6, complete copying can entail significant
overhead that can easily outweigh the benefits.

DO jl = 0
DO jZ =

...

, 11-1
, 12-1

0

DO jn = 0

, mn-1

Loop Body

EIDDO

...

EIDDO
EIDDO

There are m controlling loops and n - m tiled
loops. For example, in Figure 2, the controlling
loops are jj,, . . ., j j , , j , , and the tiled loops are
j~,ia...i~-~+l.)

Heuristic Copying Alternatively, we can copy only
some of the tiles. Although no automatic selection
method is discussed in the literature, several heuristics have been manually applied to sample codes based
on researchers’ insights. T h e first of these heuristics
is based on detecting when the intervals associated

Definition 3.1 A reference R ( c l j , , + d l , c 2 j q , +
dz, . . . , c,jq,
d,,), 1 5 pi 5 n, is a memory access
t o virtual addressr = ro+Cy=lriji. (Note: 9;’s need
not be distinct.)

+
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Note that we limit subscript expressions to a subset
of those that can be expressed as linear combinations
of the loop indices. This restriction should not he
very limiting in practice, since such subscript expressions encompass a very large number of array references commonly found in numerical codes [14]. These
restrictions make it easy to identify the reuse for a
given reference R.

Definition 3.7 The cache space occupied b y a sei, potentially wrapping around cache, and ignoring holes is
the envelope ofihe set, denoted ENV(< set >).

Definition 3.2 If r( = 0 , m 5 1 5 n, then reference
R has reuse on level 1 of the loop nest (i.e., ihe level
of loop ji).

Definition 3.4 The dimension of the theoretical
reuse set of R is DIM(TRS(R)) = n - 1, where 1 is
the innermost loop at which reuse occurs.

Examples To illustrate these concepts, consider the
reference Rg to array B in the tiled matrix-matrix
multiply example (Figure 2). Rg has reuse a t loop j,
which is at loop level 3. Therefore, its dimension is
DIM(TRS(Rs)) = 2. In figure 3 , four different cases
are shown. For each case, the sizes of Rg’s theoretical
reuse set, actual reuse set, envelope and density are
shown in Table 3.1. T h e size of the theoretical reuse
set is independent of the mapping t o cache, so it is the
When Nmod Cs = 0 ,
same in all four cases, E&.
B3 cache locations are used. However, self interferences cause every element to he flushed out before it
can he reused. When Nmod Cs = B3, there is no
self interference, so the size of the actual reuse set is
the same as that of the theoretical reuse set. When
Nmod CS = 3B3/4, approximately half the of the elements in the tile suffer from self interference. Therefore, at any given time, only 213 of the cache locations
occupied by these data are productively used. In each
of these three cases, the elements are contiguous in
cache, and hence the envelope of the set has a density
of 1. In the final case, elements are not contiguous,
and therefore the density is less than 1.
Suppose the reuse set for a reference R suffers interferences due to reference R’.

I n tiled loop nests, the dimension of a reuse set is
rarely larger than 2. Therefore, in the remainder of
this paper, only reuse sets of dimensions 1 and 2 are
considered.

Definition 3.9 The set of array elements accessed
by reference R’ i s the theoretical interference set
computed a i loop level j,, where 1 is the level of the
innermost loop at which the reuse of R occurs.

Definition 3.8 The density of a sei, denoted
DEN(< set >), is the raiio of the number of elements
in a set over the size of its envelope.

Intuitively, a reference has reuse at the level of loop
j r , if at least one element referenced at R is referenced
multiple times within a single execution of this loop.
T h e tiling optimization attempts t o restructure loops
to exploit reuse within the innermost n - m 1 loops.
Hence, we only consider reuse within these loops.

+

Definition 3.3 Let 1 be the level of the innermost
loop on which reuse occurs for a reference R. Lei
f ( j 1 , . . . ,j,) be the subscript ezpression corresponding
to R. For a given iteration of loop jr, the theoretical
reuse set of reference R is the sei of array elements
that could be reused assuming an infinite cache:
TRS(A) = {R(f(jl,jz

,...,in) I O 5 j i 5 B k , I < i 5 n)}.

Iis size, denoted I TRS(R) 1, is measured as the number of array elements in ihe reuse set.

TIS(R’)r = {R’(f(jl,j2,.

Definition 3.5 The actual reuse set o f R , denoted
ARS(R), is the set ofcache locations t o which map the
subset ofihe iheoretical reuse set that is free from self
interferences.

The level may he omitted if obvious from context.
Note that the computation of a theoretical interference set is identical to that of a theoretical reuse set,
except for the determination of the loop level a t which
the sets are computed.

A cache location is the fraction of a cache line that
contains a single array element. T h e size of an actual reuse set is measured in cache locations or cache
lines. Unless obvious from context, units (e.g., cache
locations or cache lines) will be stated.
The contents of a n actual reuse set, as opposed to
a theoretical one, are dependent on cache parameters.

Definition 3.10 The actual interference set of
R‘, denoted AIS(R’),, is the set of cache locations to
which map the theoreiical interference sei TIS(R’)l.
The actual interference set is exactly equal to the
cache footprint of the theoretical reuse set.
3.2 Translation Groups and Spatial Reuse
Groups

Definition 3.6 The position of actual reuse set of
R is the address in cache of the first element in the
set with the smallest address in memory:
r(TRS(R)) = (ro

+

. .,j.) I 0 5 ji 5 Bi,n 5 i < I)}.

c=,

Definition 3.11 References R and R’ are in translation if the r(TRS(R)) - r(TRS(R’)) is constant.

r j i ) mod Cs
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If references R and R' are in translation, the two arrays are moving through cache a t the same speed.

Definition 3.12 A translation group 7 includes
all references that are mutually in translation.
Observation 3.1 The translation groups T I , . . . , rn7
partition the array references of U loop into equivalence
classes.
Each translation group r; can be further subdivided
into into away groups.

Definition 3.13 If there ezisl two references R, R' E
r; such that their reuse sets intersect when measured
in cache lines, then R and R' belong lo the same array
group a'.
For this determination, only intersections between references in the same translation group are considered.
We ignore those between references of distinct t r a n g
lation groups.

Observation 3.2 The array groups af, . . . , af, of a
translation group r; partition the references of a translation group into equivalence classes.
Examples To illustrate the concepts of translation
groups and array groups through examples, consider
a normalized loop nest where loop indices j2 and j3
correspond to the tiled loops. Assume that these two
loops have upper bounds Nz and N 3 , respectively. A s
sume that reuse groups are measured in units of cache
lines. Suppose the loop nest contains the pair of references U ( j 3 )and U ( j 3 + 5 ) (with N3 > 5). Because this
pair has a non-zero intersection between their reuse
sets, they would belong to both the same translation
group
. and the same array
. ~-I O .U ~ .

+

I)&
f(Bz - 1)Bs

f(3&

E283

I

densitvof

I

1
1
1
211

3 82-1

Consider instead the pair of references U ( j 3 ) and
U(j3 + N3 + 5). In this case, the pair would belong to
the same translation group. However, there is no intersection between their actual reuse sets. Therefore,
the two would belong to distinct array groups.
Suppose that the loop nest contained the two references V ( j 3 )and W ( j 3 ) .This pair would belong to the
same translation group but, trivially, to distinct array
groups. Suppose we consider a pair of 2 dimensional
references: A ( j 2 , j s ) and B(j2,j 3 ) . If A and B have
the same leading dimension, then their positions are
constant and they belong to the same translation set.
In either case, they belong to different array groups.
Meanwhile, the pair V ( k ) and V ( j 2 ) would cnrrespond to distinct translation groups, and therefore,
even though they reference the same array, to distinct
array groups. If line size is greater than one, the pair
V ( 2 * j 3 ) and V ( 2 * j3 1) belong to the same array group, even though they never reference the same
array elements.
The notions of reuse set, interference set, dimension, envelope and density defined earlier in terms of a
single reference can be applied to a group of references
as well. Because the definitions are the natural extensions of these terms, formal definitions are omitted in
the interest of brevity.
3.3 Interferences
As suggested in [7],interferences can be partitioned
into self and cross interferences. We further partition
the latter category into internal and external cross interferences.

+

Definition 3.14 Interference between references R
and R' is termed internal cross interference if R
and R' belong to the same translation group.
Definition 3.15 Interference between references R
and R' is termed external cross interference if R
and R' belong to distinct translation groups.

?The notion of an translationgroup is based on an intuition
similar to the notion of uniformly generated dependences 151.
Specifically,both a r e based on the notion of references whose
relative difference in memory addresses is constant over time.
However, the use of this idomation is quite different. We are
interested in collectinggroups of references with similar motion
with respect to their footprintsin cache, while uniformlygenerated dependencez capture those referencesthat access the same
data. Therefore, a translationgroup can include referencesthat
access differing arrays, while a group ofuniformly generated dependences, by definitionof dependence,clearly does not.

4

Selective Copying

4.1 Overview
Selective copying can be used to evaluate the costs
and benefits of eliminatingeach of the tbree categories
of interferences. This is done in three steps.
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Section 4.2 discusses coherence and pollution issues.
Sections 4.34.5expand on each of these steps, respectively. Additional details and examples can be found
in [g; 101.
4.2 Maintaining Coherence and Minimizing
Data Duplication
Consider two references R and R' with non-empty
reuse sets. Suppose there is a dependence between
the two reuse sets that is carried by a tiled loop. In
general, the degree of overlap between their respective
reuse sets depends on the array group to which these
references belong. If R and R' belong to different array groups, then the overlap is likely to be relatively
minor. If R and R' belong to the same array group,
then overlap is likely to be very significant.
Therefore, we use the simple heuristic: array groups
are copied logether. A dominant tile is computed for
the array group, and the cost of copying the group
is computed as the cost of copying the dominant tile.
Based on this assumption, it is straightforward to detect and mark uncopyable references as a preprocessing step. The following rule is used: if there is a dependence between two references R and R' such that
(1) one of R and R' is a wrile, and
(2) either R and R' belong t o distinct array groups, o r
one of R and R' has been preuiously marked uncopyable,
lhen both R and R' are marked uncopyable.
4.3 Step 1: Removing Self Interferences

Step 1: Each array group is evaluated separately. Where benefits outweigh costs, references
that suffer from self interference are CoDied.
Step 2: Each translation group is processed s e p
arately. Where benefits outweigh costs, references
that exhibit internal cross interference are copied.
Step 3: Interferences between translation group
are evaluated. Where benefits outweigh costs, references that exhibit external cross interference are
copied.
Let trOrbe the number of cycles required to access
a line from memory, and tcDpllbe the instruction overhead (in cycles) for copying a single element. Given,
a memory reference R , its benefit from copying is the
expected decrease in the number of memory accesses
multiplied by the memory latency.
benefit(R) = #-of.misses_remoued

x trot,

where #of m i s s e s - r e m o v e d is the total number of
interferencerelated cache misses eliminated during
the entire execution of the loop. Meanwhile, the cod
of copying R is the overhead for copying, that includes
both the additional memory accesses and the instruction overhead for performing the copying.
cost(R) = (#.of_coche_lines.to.be-coPied)
+ ( # _ o f s l e m e n t s . t o r o p y ) x t,,,.

X

trd

Proposition 4.1 If reuse occurs on loop leuel I , the
total number of additional memory requests due l o self
interferences for one reference is

Intuitively, a reference is copied if the benefit outweighs the cost. All the costibenefit computations
presented in this paper can he done symbolically, with
final decisions delaved until run time when necessary.
At any given step, only interferences due to the type
of interference being targeted are evaluated. Note that
deciding to copy an array during one step can alter the
translation set t o which it belongs. This must he taken
into account during later steps.
By eliminating damaging &If interferences first
(i.e., all those for which the benefit outweighs the
cost), those that remain after Step 1 can generally
be considered to be insignificant. Therefore, they can
be ignored during Step 2.
Similarly, after Step 2, damaging self and interiial cross interferences have been eliminated. T h e r e
fore, when evaluating interferences between translation groups in Step 3, we can assume that there are
no significant interference within translation groups.
Note that state of the art algorithms for optimizing data locality 11, 6, 111 compute the optimal block
size assuming the sum of the tile sizes is smaller
than the cache. Therefore, there should be sufficient
cache space for all tiles (equivalently, reuse sets) t o be
copied. In opposition to the technique described in [l],
however, all tiles are not necessarily copied.

N I x .. . x N I x

(ITRS(R) I - 1 ARS(R) I).

Therefore, the benefit of copying (in cycles) corresponds to the number of self-interference misses
avoided:
benefit(R)

= NI

x

. .. x NI x (I TRS(R) I - I ARS(R) I) X tiat.

If copying is used, the reuse set must be copied
NI x . , . x NI-1 times (since the reuse set changes on
loop 1 - 1). The cost corresponds to the number of
memory requests needed to load the elements of the
reuse set of R (I TRS(R) I requests, where I TRS(R) 1 is
expressed in cache lines) and to the instructions necessary to make the N,+tx . . .x N,,copies. Furthermore,
each time the reuse set is copied, it flushes I ARS(R) I
cache lines from cache, and therefore brings the same
amount of cache misses 3. Consequently, the total cost
of copying in cycles is
coat(R) = NI X . .. X NI-1 X I(( ARS(R) I + I TRS(R) I) X t1.t
+(N*x...xN~_~xNi+,X...xN")xr,,,)

If one reference is the victim of self interferences,
other references within the same translation group are
'this is a conservativeestimate d the c
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also victims of self interferences. Consequently, it is
often possible to evaluate the cost and benefit for one
array group (or reference, if there is a single reference in an array group), and extend the result to all
other array groups (or references) within the translation group [IO].
The main steps of the algorithm for removing self
interferences via copying are the following:

I* Step 1: Remove self interferences*I
For each translation group T
Define an m a y COPY,.
/* COPY,,. is the index of COPY,
where the next tile will be copied. */
Initialize copy position COPY,,, to 0
For each array group (I in r
Compute cost and benefit of copying Q
to remove self interferences
If benefit(o) > “(0)
Copy (I into consecutive locations of
COPY, starting at index COPY,..
Endif
Endfor
Endfor

.

Note that copying to remove self interferences can
also remove internal cross interferences. Suppose there
were internal cross interferences between two references prior to Step 1. If both these references are
copied, the cross internal interferences between them
are also eliminated at the end of this step. Further
note however, that copying increases the size of the
actual reuse set to that of the theoretical reuse set.
Because of this, copying can potentially increase external cross interferences.
Example Let us consider the example of Figure 2,
i.e., tiled matrix-matrix multiply. Let us pick two
cases that induce none and many interferences respectively according to graph 5, i.e., N = 176 and
N = 128. Let us also choose B2 = E3 = 24. Because
N < Cs in both cases (Cs= 1024), N mod Cs = N .
Therefore, the cache distance between two consecutive
intervals is N .
Let us consider N = 176, and assume that the
cache position of the beginning of the first interval
is cache location 0 (the initial position does not influence the amount of sel-interferences). The number of
possible cache positions for the beginning of the intervals of array B is
= 64. Because 64 is
SC ( N C s )
larger than the number of intervals, i.e., 24, it is not
certain overlapping, i.e., self interference, occurs. Because 24 x 176 > 1024, the 24 intervals to be loaded
are going to wrap around cache.
= 5, so wrap
around occurs on the 6th interval. Similarly every 5 or
6 intervals wrap around occurs. Let us now check the
distribution of intervals in cache. After wrap around,
the cache position of tbe 6th interval is 32 (Figure 7).
This means the interval falls in between the first and
second interval of the previous series of intervals. The
distance between the end of the first interval and the

*
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beginning of this interval is 32 - 24 = 8 . Similarly,
when the second wrap around occurs, the beginning
of the first interval of the third series is located 8 cache
locations after the end of the first interval of the second series. Therefore, after 6 such series (approximately 36 intervals) overlapping occurs between the
first interval of the sixth series and the second interval
of the first series (Figure 7). Because BZ = 24, there
are approximately 4 series, so no overlapping actually
occurs in our case. There are no additional memory
requests due to self interferences. If Bz were equal to
or greater than 36, then self interferences would have
occurred.
Therefore, in this case, the layout of elements of B
in cache is optimal with respect to self interferences,
so it is not necessary to copy to avoid them. In fact,
copying would actually degrade performance, because
of the overhead entailed (Figure 6).
Next consider the case where N = 128. There are
= 8 possible cache positions for the begin9C ( N , C s )
ning of the intervals of array B (Figure 7). Therefore, self interference begins when the gth interval is
brought in cache. Whenever 16 or more intervals of array B are brought into cache, total overlapping occurs
and no element can be reused.
Because B2 = 24, all elements of array B are victims of self interferences. No reuse is possible. There
additional memory reare approximately Bz x
quests due to self interferences, per iteration of loop 1,.
In total, there are
x ( 8 2 2 ) additional memory requests due to self interferences. Because Nz x N3
copy operations are needed to copy array B , the total
cost of copying is equal to
x tlat -tNzN3 x t,,,
cycles, whereas the benefit is equal to
x tIat
cycles.
Consequently, in this case, copying is extremely
useful. It allows reutilization of all elements of B ,
whereas, in the version of the loop nest without copying, no element of B can be reused. Thus,
the due to
copying is far smaller than
In this

4.5

Step 3: Removing External Cross Interferences
The relative cache positions of the actual reuse set
and the actual interference set of two array groups
belonging to different translation groups repeat periodically, with a period of P iterations of loop l) [lo].
Let IA correspond t o an interval of possible relative
cache positions over a period, and CL(R', R 2 ; X )to
the overlapping of the two sets (expressed in cache
lines) for a given value of X E I A .
Proposition 4.3 The total number of additional
memory requests due to eztemal cmss interferences
between two references belonging to distinct translation groups is
NI x

occurrence of self interferences involving elements of

.. . x NI
P

CDEN(ARS(R~))XDEN(AI
A).

*€I>

B.

The benefit of copying corresponds to the number of
external crossinterference misses avoided:
benefikNt x .. . x NIx

where CL(R', R2)is the number of cache lines where
the envelopes of the actual reuse set of R' and actual
interference set of R2 overlap.
Therefore, the benefit of copying corresponds to the
.r

L
.

benefit=N*x

....

.._
I .
.
.
.
.
. :-L..c

...-..-: ........

E,,,,

DEN(ARS(R')) x DEN(AIS(Rz)) x C L ( R ' , R 2 ; A ) .

:,.A.

can also be computed for an entire ar...xNixDEN(ARS(R1))xDEN(AIS(R2))xCL(R',R2). rayThe benefit
The costfor copying an array group is the

Based on the above, the benefit of copying can be
computed for an entire array group [lo].
The cost of copying in Step 2 is generally the same
as in Step 1, except when the array group has already
been selected for copying in Step 1, in which case the
array can be copied for free. The algorithm for removing internal cross interferences via copying is shown
below:

same as in Step 1, unless the array was selected for
copying in Step 1 or Step 2, in which case the cost is
nothing. The algorithm for removing external cross
interferences is outlined below:

1- Step 3

Remove external cross interferences * I
For each translation group T
For each array group o in r
For each translation group 7' # r
For each m a y group in T'
Evaluate amount of external cr-s

Step 2: Remove internal cross interferences * I
For each translation group r
Define COPY, (if not defined in Step 1)
For each array group o in T
Compute total potential benefit from removing
internal cross interferences within a
Uhenefit(0) > cost(o)
I* Copy a if possible */
Compute the relative cache distances (or
"holes") between all actual interference
sets of all array groups in 7
If 3 hole 2 size of theoretical reuse set of a
Set COPYp.. to start of hole
C o w reuse set of o into COPY.
starting at COPYpos

I*

interferences with

01

Endfor
Deduce benefit of copying 01 with respect to
Endfor
U 3 T' such that benefit(a,r') > ( ? , T I )
Pick r' for which benefit is -mal
copy reuse set of o into COPY^' (or into
any other COPY array that would not
conflict with COPY,,)
Endif
Endfor
Endfor

._

7
'

It may be possible to copy (I into a COPY array
other than the one associated with r', because sometimes the mapping of a translation group is such that
this will not interfere with other translation groups, or
array groups within other translation groups [lo]. Array groups already tagged for copying during Steps 1
or 2 are ignored because copying them again could introduce internal cross interferences, which are usually
more significant than external cross interferences.
There are two types of external cross interferences:
cross interferences between two references that exhibit
temporal reuse, and cross interferences between one

Endif
Endif
Endfor
Endfor

It is necessary to find a sufficiently large hole between all actual interference sets of the other array
groups of the translation group T , so that no more
internal cross interference occur between a and other
array groups. The size of the hole needs to be greater
or equal than the size of the theoretical reuse set of
OL since the entire reuse set is copied in consecutive
locations of array COPY,.
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reference which exhibits temporal reuse and another
reference that does not. In general, copying to remove
the first type of external cross interferences brings little benefit as illustrated in Figure 6. T h e second type
of interferences is more damaging, but it is usually
considered to be difficult to remove such interferences.
Precise analysis of external cross interferences s o m s
times allows partial if not total removal of such interferences [lo].
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